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Population Demographics

* Other Injuries
Shrapnel Wounds 
Severe Burn 
Blindness 
Hearing Loss 

Total Enrolled: 6,675
Total Assisted: 3,231

(73% Illness/27% Injury)

* Other Illnesses
ALS
Rheumatologic 
Seizure Disorder 
Lung Disease 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Benign Tumors/Cysts 
Kidney Failure
Organ Transplant 
GU Disease 
Vision Disease
Diabetes 
COVID-19
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Current Top 5 Primary Diagnoses
1. Mental Health

2. Cancer
3. Fractures

4. Neurological
5. Musculoskeletal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Typical enrollment cases include:Combat and non-combat wounded, ill or injuredDuty-related and training accidentsLiberty accidentsSerious medical and psychological conditions (cancer, severe PTSD, military sexual assault trauma, and other conditions)Main chart represent ALL CAT 1, 2 and 3 cases in the lifetime of the program.    Top 5 list represents cases enrolled in FY20 only. 



Current Enrolled Population
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FULL DUTY LIMITED DUTY
IDES



NWW Nuances
• Enrollees remain assigned to the parent command so the Program has no 

C2 over enrollees

• Enrollment is centrally managed

• Program of Record for USCG.

• Navy Benefits Approving Authority for Special Compensation for 
Assistance with Activities of Daily Living (SCAADL) and Pay and Allowance 
Continuation (PAC) Program.

• Alignment of policy under DHA.  Non-medical program (largely personnel 
related issues). Creates issue with understanding program 
needs/requirements.

• Submitted multiple waivers to ASN(M&RA) for approval to assign more 
than 40 cases per care manager due to significant increase in enrollment
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Collaborative effort involving Navy Personnel Command, Department of Veteran Affairs, and DES Liaison Officers to assist with medical retirement pay and entitlements, employment, education, and internships.NWW HQ tracking critical cases in which medical and non-medical care will be negatively impacted including those in the DES and likely to be permanently retired (PDRL) and/or those assigned to the Temporary Disability Retired List  (TDRL).Wounded Warriors placed on the TDRL are going past tenure and losing retiree pay & benefits.TRICARECRSCBase AccessID Cards



N95 Geographic Footprint
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* 19 Fully Remote NGS Coordinators

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NGS19 CoordinatorsCoordinators are located CONUS but support Survivors worldwideProgram is undergoing transition to full time remote telework in order to introduce more flexibility of support which includes the ability to operate from anywhere and allows coordinators to adjust work times so to best meet Survivors’ needs.FH* 5 Locations – 10 houses 



“I did hit some very dark places. I had made plans to terminate 
my existence and was trying to find the best way to do it 
without having a negative impact on my family. I went to an 
adaptive sports introductory camp with the Navy Wounded 
Warrior program and it was through that camp that I found a 
renewed sense of purpose and a renewed sense of self.” 

NDC (Ret.) Julius 'Jules' McManus
Recovering Service Member, adaptive sports participant

Navy Wounded 
Warrior

Testimonial
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